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Pursuant to Rules 24(a)(1) and 24(b) of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure, the
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appeal, and their respective party designations in those proceedings:
1.

Target Interact US, LLC - Employer and Petitioner

2.

Jody Peterson - Employee and Respondent

3.

Workforce Appeals Board - Administrative Agency and Respondent

4.

Utah Department of Workforce Services - Administrative Agency and
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Utah Administrative Procedures Act [Exhaustion of administrative remedies]; § 63G-4402 [Judicial review of formal administrative adjudicative proceedings]; and, Rule 14
[Review of administrative orders] of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure.
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES
AND STANDARDS OF APPELLATE REVIEW
Having exhausted all administrative remedies before the Workforce Appeals Board,
Department of Workforce Services, Division of Adjudication, Target Interact sought
judicial review by this Court of a "Decision of the Workforce Appeals Board" (hereinafter
"the WAB Decision") dated September 30, 2009, affirming unemployment benefits for
Jody Peterson (hereinafter "Peterson"). The issues presented to this Court for
determination, together with their attendant standards of review follow:
Issue No. 1: Has Target Interact been "substantially prejudiced" by the
Department of Workforce Services, in that the unemployment tax rate for Target Interact
has increased as a result of the agency decision below, and Peterson's $3,029 or more in
unemployment benefits have been charged to Target Internet's account?
Determinative Law: Alta Pac. Assocs. v. Utah State Tax Comm 'n, 931 P.2d 765,
770 (Utah Ct. App. 1996) (agency action below must not be harmless).
Standard of Review: Harmless error standard.
Issue No, 2: Does the adjudication conduct and subsequent perjured hearing
testimony of the original Department of Workforce Services Adjudicator, Alison Beardall,
so infect the proceedings below as to make the initial unemployment eligibility
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determination in favor of Peterson unreliable and violate Target Internet's due process
rights?
Determinative Law: Fifth Amendment, United States Constitutions; Section 7,
Utah Constitution; Questar Pipeline Co. v. State Tax Comm Vi, 817 P.2d 316, 317 (Utah
1991) (agency determinations of general law - which are held to be interpretations of the
state and federal constitutions - are to be reviewed under a correction of error standard,
giving no deference to the agency's decision).
Standard of Review: Correction of error standard.
Issue No. 3: Did the Workforce Appeals Board and/or the Administrative Law
Judge miscomprehend the evidence (both telephonic witness testimony and written
memoranda) submitted by Target Interact, such that their, factual findings, reasoning and
conclusions of law were not supported by the "substantial evidence" standard required to
determine and/or affirm that Peterson was eligible for unemployment benefits?
Determinative Law: Rule R994-504-202 [Just cause discharge elements], Utah
Admin. Code; Whitear v. Labor Comm % 973 P.2d 982, 984 (Utah Ct. App. 1998); Drake
v. Industrial Comm % 929 P.2d 177, 181 (Utah 1997); Brown & Root Indus. Serv. v.
Industrial Comm % 947 P.2d 671, 677 (Utah 1997); Barken v. Board of Oil, Gas &
Mining, 920 P.2d 1176, 1180 (Utah 1996); Commercial Carriers v. Industrial Comm 7z,
888 P.2d 707, 711 (Utah Ct. App. 1994); Kennecott Corp. v. State Tax Comm % 858 P.2d
1381, 1385 (Utah 1993) ("We consider both the evidence supporting the Commission's
factual findings and the evidence that detracts from those findings."); Mountain Fuel
-2Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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Supply Co. v. Public Serv. Comm % 861 P.2d 414, 428 (Utah 1991); Grace Drilling Co. v.
Board of Review, 776 P.2d 63, 68 (Utah Ct. App. 1989).
Standard of Review: Substantial evidence standard.
Issue No. 4: Did the Workforce Appeals Board and/or the Administrative Law
Judge abuse their discretion or "exceed the bounds of reasonableness and rationality" in
affirming that Peterson was eligible for unemployment benefits?
Determinative Law: Autoliv ASP, Inc. v. Department of Workforce Servs., 2001 UT
App 198; Professional StaffMgmt., Inc. v. Department of Employment Sec, 953 P.2d 76,
79-80 (Utah Ct. App. 1998); Nelson v. Department of Employment Sec, 801 P.2d 158, 161
(Utah Ct. App. 1990).
Standard of Review: Abuse of discretion standard.

DETERMINATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS,
STATUTES AND RULES
United States Constitution, Fifth Amendment
No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a
presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval
-3Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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forces, or in the Militia, when in actual service in time of War or public danger; nor shall
any person be subject for the same offence to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor
shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of
life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private property be taken for
public use, without just compensation.
Utah Constitution, Article I, Section 7 [Due process of law]
No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property, without due process of law.

R994-405-201. Discharge - General Definition.
A separation is a discharge if the employer was the moving party in determining the date
the employment ended. Benefits will be denied if the claimant was discharged for just
cause or for an act or omission in connection with employment, not constituting a crime,
which was deliberate, willful, or wanton and adverse to the employer's rightful interest.
However, not every legitimate cause for discharge justifies a denial of benefits. A just
cause discharge must include some fault on the part of the claimant. A reduction offeree is
considered a discharge without just cause.
R994-405-202. Just Cause.
To establish just cause for a discharge, each of the following three elements must be
satisfied:
(1) Culpability.
The conduct causing the discharge must be so serious that continuing the employment
relationship would jeopardize the employer's rightful interest. If the conduct was an
isolated incident of poor judgment and there was no expectation it would be continued or
repeated, potential harm may not be shov/n. The claimant's prior work record is an
important factor in determining whether the conduct was an isolated incident or a good
faith error in judgment. An employer might not be able to demonstrate that a single
violation, even though harmful, would be repeated by a long-term employee with an
established pattern of complying with the employer's rules. In this instance, depending on
the seriousness of the conduct, it may not be necessary for the employer to discharge the
claimant to avoid future harm.
(2) Knowledge.
The claimant must have had knowledge of the conduct the employer expected. There does
not need to be evidence of a deliberate intent to harm the employer; however, it must be
-4Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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shown the claimant should have been able to anticipate the negative effect of the conduct.
Generally, knowledge may not be established unless the employer gave a clear explaneition
of the expected behavior or had a written policy, except in the case of a violation of a
universal standard of conduct. A specific warning is one way to show the claimant had
knowledge of the expected conduct. After a warning the claimant should have been given
an opportunity to correct the objectionable conduct. If the employer had a progressive
disciplinary procedure in place at the time of the separation, it generally must have been
followed for knowledge to be established, except in the case of very severe infractions,
including criminal actions.
(3) Control.
(a) The conduct causing the discharge must have been within the claimant's control.
Isolated instances of carelessness or good faith errors in judgment are not sufficient to
establish just cause for discharge. However, continued inefficiency, repeated carelessness
or evidence of a lack of care expected of a reasonable person in a similar circumstance
may satisfy the element of control if the claimant had the ability to perform satisfactorily.
(b) The Department recognizes that in order to maintain efficiency it may be necessary to
discharge workers who do not meet performance standards. While such a circumstance
may provide a basis for discharge, this does not mean benefits will be denied. To satisfy
the element of control in cases involving a discharge due to unsatisfactory work
performance, it must be shown the claimant had the ability to perform the job duties in a
satisfactory manner. In general, if the claimant made a good faith effort to meet the job
requirements but failed to do so due to a lack of skill or ability and a discharge results, just
cause is not established.
R994-405-203. Burden of Proof in a Discharge.
In a discharge, the employer initiates the separation and therefore has the burden to prove
there was just cause for discharging the claimant. The failure of the employer to provide
information will not necessarily result in a ruling favorable to the claimant. Interested
parties have the right to rebut information contrary to their interests.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
I.

Nature of the Case, Course of Proceedings and Disposition Below
Against the backdrop of 10% unemployment, and in a nation mired in the most dire

of economic conditions since the Great Depression, this case centers around an individual
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that was provided with the opportunity to have a job - yet willfully chose not to honor the
simple and traditional rules of timeliness required in workplace attendance. In secondary
school terms, the Employee and Respondent in question, Jody Peterson, received a "U" or
unsatisfactory for failing to come to. work on time in 38 instances or 26% of the work days
made available to him and scheduled long in advance over a five (5) month period of time.
Although Mr. Peterson also had un-excused absences that are at issue, the central focus of
this case is habitual and chronic tardiness that gave rise to Mr. Peterson's discharge. Of
particular importance is that Mr. Peterson's conduct must be viewed in the light that he
received and acknowledged by his signature (R at 100: 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, and 34), written
attendant polices - as well as at least four verbal and written warnings for his lack of
performance.
Target Interact is an outsource provider of "vital" business and government
services, including call center management, fulfillment, eCommerce website design and
development and payment processing. It's services are provided to small, medium and
large businesses, as well as to local state and federal government clients. The term "vital"
here means "mission-critical" in nature, and Target Interact is contractually and financially
liable to it's client's for deficient employee service-level performance. Failure on the part
of Target Interact's employees substantially prejudices the organization and can easily
lead to the loss of a client. It is essential for Target Interact personnel to fulfill their work
assignment obligations in a consistently executed and on-time manner. Mr. Peterson not
only failed to do so, but deliberately developed a habituated pattern of policy-violating
-6Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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behavior, that was later essentially condoned by the Utah Department of Workforce
Services. This case highlights the misuse of public funds, and illuminates that an
undeserving welfare payments have been and currently are being paid to an individual
who could have otherwise been employed by the private sector, but for his own deliberate,
wilful and wanton actions. Moreover, there is a dishonesty factor that was committed
within the specific context of this case by an adjudicator [Alison Beardall] of the Utah
Department of Workforce Services, that cannot be ignored.
II.

Statement of Facts
Jody Peterson was initially employed by Target Interact on June 15, 2008, as a

Business Development Specialist. That position required a minimum of monthly sales
performance on his part. Mr. Peterson failed to deliver the results required of him, and
was subsequently reassigned to become a Universal Customer Service Agent (UCSA).1
At the time Mr. Peterson became a Target Interact employee, a number of
expectation and disclosure-type documents were presented to him for his review and
signature, including "Target Interact US, LLC Team Member Employment Policies" which included a particular provision entitled "Tardiness and Absenteeism" covering work

1

At Target Interact, a UCSA is required to be at their workstation at the times and
on the days that they are scheduled to work. Schedules are published and provided to
Target Interact employees in advance on a regular periodic basis, usually one month
ahead of time. UCSA's are also specially trained and must be able to deliver services for
all clients serviced by Target Interact, from the UCSA's assigned work location. Mr.
Peterson lives in North Salt Lake, Utah, and was assigned to Target Internet's North Salt
Lake Operations Center located at 891 West Robinson Drive. That work location is close
in proximity to Mr. Peterson's residence.
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attendance. During the course of time that Mr. Peterson worked for Target Interact, he
developed a propensity for being late and absent from work frequently. Over time the
problem became habitual and chronic. Mr. Peterson was involved in at least two legal
proceedings during his employment with Target Interact, which is believed to have been at
least one cause for his lateness and absences.2
Mr. Peterson was warned3 both verbally and in writing by both his manager,
Kristine Adams, as well as the company's CEO, on at least four (4) occasions that his
tardiness and absences were a significant problem and would lead to his discharge from
Target Internet's employment if the problem was not corrected. The verbal warnings
consisted of courteous, but firm expressions of Target Interact's expectations on a number
of issues, recommitting to work ethics, including being late for work and un-excused
absences. Nevertheless, the written warnings (particularly the Final Warning) made it
very clear to Mr. Peterson that any more late or absent days from work would end his

2

Target Interact was required to deal with continuing wage garnishment
executions and two child support law enforcement inquires from the Office of Recovery
Services, State of Utah, wherein Mr. Peterson was the subject. The State of Utah ended
their inquiry by instituting income withholding against Mr. Peterson. Target Interact had
to bear the administrative burden of managing both that wage garnishment, as well as
another continuing wage garnishment against Mr. Peterson captioned Mountain West
Surgical Center, LC v. Cynthia Peterson and Jody Peterson, Third Judicial District Court,
State of Utah, Case Number 070407178.
3

Despite him not signing the final written warning, Mr. Peterson admitted that he
was verbally warned on or about May 12, 2009 (R at 124:35-44), before being
terminated on May 19, 2009. That warning was Claimant's second written warning, the
first being February 4, 2009, by eMail (R at 100-101: 40-1).
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employment with Target Interact. Despite the four separate distinct verbal and written
warnings, Mr. Peterson did not correct his behavior - which resulted in him being fired for
those specific reasons, i.e. being habitually late to work and having additional un-excused
absences.
a.

The Department of Workforce Services failed to record and/or docket
Target Interact provided evidence of just cause discharge [attendance
records and warnings], prior to making the unemployment benefits
determination.

Kristine Adams of Target Interact, who was Mr. Peterson's manager, spoke to Utah
Department of Workforce Services (UDWS) worker Alison Beardall on June 2, 2009, and
verbally conveyed to Ms. Beardall, Mr. Peterson's tardiness and absence history, and the
fact that Mr. Peterson had been duly warned about his lack of adherence to Target
Interact's attendance policies. Ms. Adams also followed-up with Ms. Beardall and faxed
to her on June 4, 2009, both a copy of the Target Interact employment polices and
Claimant's attendance history. Interestingly, that documentary evidence is not docketed or
otherwise noted in the "UDWS Decision" granting Mr. Peterson unemployment benefits.
In fact, Ms. Beardall entered the following "Adjudication Case Notes" on June 4, 2009 at
4:13 PM: "Employer did not respond to RFI regarding need for DC documents backing up
claims of excessive tardiness and absenteeism." The notes, therefore, are either
incomplete for some reason or patently false, and do not reflect what transpired between
Ms. Adams and Ms Beardall on June 2 and 4, 2009. A true and correct copy of the same
facsimile transmitted to Ms. Beardall on June 4, 2009, was again supplied to the Utah
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Department of Workforce Services, Division of Adjudication (R at 016-043; and, also
referenced by the UDWS as Exhibits IP through 2Q, sequentially in that order number and
order pattern), prior to the formal telephonic administrative hearing before the
Administrative Law Judge, and yet again as a Attachment "A" to the Affidavit of Kristine
Adams Barrett that was filed in connection with the administrative appeal before the
Workforce Appeals Board (R at 140-172). Accordingly, Target Interact made and
preserved the evidentiary rebuttal to both Mr. Peterson's and Ms. Beardall's telephonic
testimony, before the administrative law hearing, as well as the appeal to the Workforce
Appeals Board. Consequently, the Administrative Law Judge and the Workforce Appeals
Board had the opportunity to consider the substantial and uncontroverted third-party
[Vonage] evidence of perjury committed by UDWS Adjudicator, Alison Beardall.

b.

Factual evidence of intentional omission or perjury on the part of Alison
Beardall, the initial Utah Department of Workforce Services
Adjudicator.

Target Interact has charged that the Department of Workforce Services adjudicator,
Alison Beardall, who made the initial decision in proceedings below, perjured herself
during the appeal hearing, to wit: Ms. Beardall claimed, under oath, during the recorded
telephone hearing, to have never spoken to Target Internet's manager, Kristine Adams
about Claimant's discharge or for any other reason. Ms. Beardall further claimed to have
-10Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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not received, via facsimile, a response from Target Interact providing "documents backing
up claims of excessive tardiness and absenteeism" prior to making her decision to grant
Mr. Peterson unemployment benefits; and, Ms. Beardall entered false information as to the
foregoing in the case adjudication notes.
Kristine Adams of Target Interact, who was Claimant's manager, spoke to Ms.
Beardall by telephone on June 3, 2009 beginning at 8:18 AM MT, for a period of twelve
(12) minutes (R at 171),4 and verbally conveyed to Ms. Beardall, Respondent's tardiness
and absence history, and the fact that Respondent had been duly warned about his lack of
adherence to Target Interact's attendance policies. Ms. Adams then faxed on June 4,
2009, and followed-up with Ms. Beardall,5 both a copy of the Target Interact employment
polices and Respondent's attendance history directly to Ms. Beardall. Interestingly, that
documentary evidence is not docketed or otherwise noted in the initial decision granting
Respondent unemployment benefits. In fact, Ms. Beardall entered the following
"Adjudication Case Notes" on June 4, 2009 at 4:13 PM: "Employer did not respond to RFI
regarding need for DC documents backing up claims of excessive tardiness and

4

See also Attachment "A" in its entirety to the Affidavit of Kristine Adams for the
official Vonage telephone record evidencing the first twelve (12) minute telephone call
between Kristine Adams and Alison Beardall. Ms Beardall's direct dial telephone number
at the Utah Department of Workforce Services offices is (801) 526-9635 (R at 170-172).
5

See also the two (2) additional follow-up telephone contacts between Kristine
Adams and Alison Beardall on June 5 and June 8, 2009, also evidenced by the same
official Vonage telephone call record appended to the Affidavit of Kristine Adams (R at
170-172).
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absenteeism." The notes, therefore, are patently false, and do not reflect what transpired
telephonically between Kristine Adams and Alison Beardall between June 3 and 8, 2009,
nor the documentation faxed by Ms. Adams to Ms. Beardall on June 4, 2009.
c.

Marshaling of evidence in support of upholding the decisions of the
Administrative Law Judge and Workforce Appeals Board.

Essentially, the decisions of both the Administrative Law Judge and Workforce
Appeals Board turn only on the verbal testimony of Jody Peterson given during the formal,
telephonic administrative law hearing held on August 5, 2009, before the Honorable Janet
Romo. Mr. Peterson's fundamental evidence is, and he claimed verbally only, as his
testimony, that: (1) he was never given warnings of any kind about being late for or absent
from work, with or without an excuse, and (2) all evidence submitted against him by
Target Interact is either faulty in some respect or was fabricated. Aside from his initial
Internet claim (Form 606) filed May 20, 2009 (but effective May 17, 2009) (R at 084085), Mr. Peterson did not submit any documentary or third-party evidence of any type
during the proceedings below. In fact, he did not directly respond in any manner
whatsoever, other than during the telephonic hearing, including no rebuttal to any of the
written memoranda filed by Target Interact. He also failed to reply to the Motion for
Summary Disposition filed with this Court on December 11, 2009.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
Target Interact was found by the Administrative Law Judge (sometimes referred to
as the ALJ) below to have met it's burden of proving: (A) culpability, and (B) knowledge,
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on the part of Mr. Peterson. However, the ALJ concluded that Target Interact did not
establish that Mr. Peterson had control over this conduct. Subsequently, Target Interact
moved to introduce supplemental affidavit testimony clarifying Kristine Adams's
administrative law hearing testimony (prior to Workforce Appeals Board review), and to
demonstrate that the initial UDWS adjudicator, Allison Beardall, had perjured herself
during the telephonic administrative law hearing. Ms Adams unequivocally testified that
she had warned Mr. Peterson about his tardiness and absenteeism on multiple occasions,
and also provided Vonage telephone records proving that she had conversations with
Allison Beardall, despite Ms. Beardall testifying that Target Interact had failed to respond
to her in any manner.

Although the Workforce Appeals Board stated that "[t]he reasoning and
conclusions of law of the Administrative Law Judge are adopted in full" (Decision at 5),
the Board went on to proclaim that Target Interact had failed to meet any of the three
elements required to prove a just discharge, and affirmed the decision of the ALJ.
ARGUMENT
I.

THE ELEMENTS OF CULPABILITY, KNOWLEDGE AND
CONTROL LEADING TO CLAIMANT'S JUST CAUSE
DISCHARGE EXISTED AND WERE EXCEEDED IN THIS CASE.

UAC Rule R994-405-202 sets out the three elements that must be satisfied to
establish a "just cause" discharge: (1) culpability, (2) knowledge, and (3) control on the
part of the Employee. Each are addressed herein below:
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A. Culpability.
Rule R994-405-201 of the Utah Administrative Code (UAC) outlines the basis for
just cause discharge attributable to an Employee. That rule provides that "some fault"
must be present on the part of the Employee leading to their termination, in order to be
ineligible to claim unemployment benefits. See also, Utah Code Ann. § 35A-4-405(2)(a).6
That threshold is met and exceeded in this instance. In the face of: (1) employment
tardiness and absenteeism policies acknowledged and signed by Mr. Peterson on June 17,
2008; (2) written expectations of job performance; (3) verbal warnings from Kristine
Adams, and (4) written warnings from both Kristine Adams and Target Interact's CEO
expressing the elementary need to be to work on time and not have un-excused absences or suffer discharge - Mr. Peterson was still found by the Utah Department of Workforce
Services and the Workforce Appeals Bocird to be eligible for unemployment benefits.
What an affront to the spirit and letter of the law conferring unemployment benefits
eligibility, and an incredulous insult to Target Interact and unemployment taxpayers!
This Court, in Elizabeth Martin v. Department of Workforce Services, Workforce
Appeals Board, andMarketstar Corp., 2004 UT App 264 (unpublished), affirmed the

6

Utah Code Ann. § 35A-4-405(2)(a) For the week in which the claimant was
discharged for just cause or for an act or omission in connection with employment, not
constituting a crime, which is deliberate, willful or wanton and adverse to the employer's
rightful interest, if so found by the division, and thereafter until the claimant has earned
an amount equal to at least six times the claimant's weekly benefit amount in bona fide
covered employment.
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UAC stance on just cause discharge. While not binding precedent, the analysis found in
that case is instructive and reiterates Rule R994-405-202, in that "[c]ulpability is defined
as conduct that is 'so serious that continuing the employment relationship would
jeopardize the employer's rightful interest." There is no question that if Target Interact
employees fail to deliver its essential [vital] services to its clients (including local, state the
federal Government), owing to being late or absent from work, then Target Interact's
rightful interest in the viability of the contracts that it enters into is jeopardized, and Target
Interact would cease to be an Employer because of those employee failures. In this case,
Mr. Peterson's behavior was not an isolated incident of poor performance or judgment, but
rather an ongoing pattern and ignored heeding to at least four verbal and written warnings.
As a result, no reasonable person can conclude anything other than Mr. Peterson's actions
constituted deliberate, willful and wanton7 conduct, and that Mr. Peterson's actions
damaged Target Interact to the core of its business purpose and interests, e.g. degraded the
service level requirements that Target Interact is contractually bound to deliver to it clients
and placed the company at risk of losing a government contract entirely.

7

Various dictionaries define: (1) deliberate as thought-through, intentional, (2)
willful as self-willed and deliberate, and (3) wanton as having no just foundation, excuse,
or being self-willed. The words are effectively interchangeable. Culpability is the extent
or degree to which blame is attached to behavior, and in this instance Mr. Peterson's
intended, deliberate self-controlled actions amounted to the highest or most extreme in the
causation nexus leading to his discharge. There is nothing more that Target Interact could
have done to mitigate the outcome or prevent Claimant's termination - except to tolerate
his misconduct.
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B. Knowledge,
On June 17, 2008, Jody Peterson reviewed, signed and was provided a full and
complete copy of Target Internet's "Team Member Employment Policies" - and those
polices contain a section relating to tardiness and absenteeism that reads:
"Staffing and scheduling are critical factors for Target [Interact], and we
depend on you to be on the front lines in order to make the business a
success. You need to commit yourself to being at work during your
scheduled shift and being on time. Problems with attendance cannot be
Tolerated within any department of the company. If you are going to be
unavoidably late, you must call your Team Leader about your situation.
Excessive tardiness and absenteeism may result in discipline up to and
including loss of awarded personal time off (PTO) or termination.
If you are going to be late or out sick, you are required to notify your
Team Leader at least one hour in advance. If he or she is not in the
office, you must either locate them or the next senior person in the chain
of command. Failure to honor this policy will count as an unexcused
absence, which can result [in] up to and including termination. However,
if a circumstance arises of an immediate or emergency nature and you
cannot honor the notice requirements for time off, you may submit
documentation to convert an un-excused absence to excused. For
example, a doctors note, jury duty notice, subpoena or other similar
evidence. Un-excused absences will not be eligible for PTO. Please
be aware that excessive absences can result in discipline up to and
including loss of awarded PTO or termination." (R at 018-019)
Additionally, all Target Interact employees that work on government client
accounts are required to execute additional policy documentation provided by the
Government relating to security and access to data. At the time that occurs, employees are
specially trained about their enhanced responsibilities when performing government work,
and their own potential personal liability for violating those policies. They are also
notified that their activities, while at work, will be monitored. In connection with Target
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Internet's delivery of services to the Government, and in keeping with monitoring and
surveillance policies promulgated by the Government, Target Interact automatically and
electronically records all access by employees into its telephony platform and computer
network. In fact, employee logins and logoffs are recorded (R at 024, Exhibit IX and at
047, Exhibit 2U), and, with respect to the telephony system, used as documentary evidence
of the time actually worked for Target Interact, by an employee. That data translates into a
contemporaneous timekeeping system used by Target Interact for hourly wage reporting
and payroll purposes. Accordingly, Claimant knew that his attendance and hours worked
while at Target Interact were being automatically recorded and tracked8 (R at 024, Exhibit
IX and at 047, Exhibit 2U).
Mr. Peterson knew or was aware of what his Target Interact work schedule was as
much as one month in advance, because his schedule was provided to him via eMail by
Kristine Adams at least that much prior to his scheduled work days. Discussion about his
schedule and the verbal and written warnings that Mr. Peterson received relating to his
tardiness and absenteeism also support the knowledge component required by Rule R994405-202. Accordingly, through policies and advance work scheduling and verbal and
written warnings, Mr. Peterson had knowledge of what was expected of him, yet he still

8

A copy of the Government "Statement of Non-Disclosure" containing
notifications and warnings to Jody Peterson, and his acknowledgment and agreement
thereto is found in the appellate record (R at page 47, Exhibit 2U). The digital record of
Mr. Peterson's work attendance record (along with his work schedule) by facsimile to
Alison Beardall of the Department of Workforce Services on June 4, 2009 (R at 140-176)
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failed to perform his Target Interact duties as required, by being late to work and absent
without excuse or in excess. Mr. Peterson's Target Interact telephony platform
login/logoff tracking further evidences the habitual and chronic pattern of his poor
attendance record (R at 032-043, exhibits 2F through 2Q, sequentially numeric/alpha).
C. Control.
Target Interact is not aware of any mental or physical disabilities that would have
prevented Mr. Peterson from being able to discharge his work responsibilities, including
reporting to work on time each and every day and not being absent. There are no excuses
that he offered or evidence submitted, justifying his lateness or absence from work - but
for his father's death and the need for four days of bereavement leave. As noted above,
there was not an isolated instance that lead to Mr. Peterson's discharge; his conduct was
habitual and chronic. No reasonably conscientious employee is late thirty-eight (38) times
or twenty-six percent (26%) of the time in a five month period.9 Mr. Peterson's actions
cannot be construed as anything less than careless and lacking in that expected of a
reasonable person. Thus, Mr. Peterson must be deemed to have had "control" over his
conduct.
II.

CONTRADICTIONS OR LACK OF JUDICIAL COMITY BETWEEN
THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE'S AND WORKFORCE
APPEALS BOARD DECISIONS.

9

Extracted from Jody Peterson (ID 22705) automated Target Interact telephony
platform attendance record, covering the period December 22, 2008, through May 19,
2009 (R at 032-035).
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The Administrative Law Judge found that the elements of culpability and
knowledge had been established by Target Interact, yet miscomprehended or failed to
properly apply the evidence and interpret the testimony of Kristine Adams, Target
Internet's manager, when he ALJ concluded that "control" on Claimant's part had not been
demonstrated by Target Interact. Namely, the ALJ ignored the written warnings (R at
049-050) taken into evidence by the ALJ, and Kristine Adam's testimony during the
telephonic hearing that Ms. Adams had personally advised Mr. Peterson multiple times
that he could no longer be late for work, or would otherwise face termination (R at 115121).10
Mr. Peterson did have more liberal and flexible work hours from the inception of
his employment with Target Interact (June 15, 2008), until December 2008. During
January 2009, however, Claimant made a transition from being a business development
specialist (marketing and sales support) to critical time and schedule sensitive position
known as a Universal Customer Service Agent (UCSA). As a UCSA, Claimant was
required to take incoming calls and return in-queue outbound customer service calls that
are only handled by USCA personnel during exacting time periods. Claimant was
informed of his work hours and schedule a provided a copy of the same as much as thirty

10

The evidence clearly revealed that Mr. Peterson had been provided with Target
Interact's written policies relating to tardiness and absenteeism. Mr. Peterson
acknowledged during the hearing that he received and affixed his signature to those
policies. There were also two written warnings that were accepted into evidence, one by
eMail dated February 4, 2009, and a Final Warning dated May 12, 2009.
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(30) days in advance. Kristine Adam's testimony during the appeal hearing was that she
briefed Claimant about the work hours and schedule changes that were required of him (at
the time he took-on the UCSA role in January 2009) and emphasized the need for
Claimant to be on time for work and not absent. In fact, the ALJ wrote in her decision
that: "Culpability has not been demonstrated when considering the tardiness. However,
the Claimant was also terminated for absenteeism. When Claimant missed work, it had a
severe impact on the Employer's workflow. Other workers had to be pulled from their
own job responsibilities to handle the Claimant's job duties. Culpability has been
demonstrated." Interestingly, although tardiness was a factor in Claimant's discharge the primary reason and causal incident giving rise to Claimant's termination was an
unexcused absence, not tardiness per se.u Nevertheless, even after that analysis on her
part and the plain evidence of warnings (both verbal and written) provided to Claimant
(relating to both tardiness and absenteeism) between February 4 and May 12, 2009, the
ALJ contradicted herself and found that the element of control had been demonstrated by
Target Interact. That contrary juxtaposition was untenable, so Target Interact moved to
clarify Kristine Adam's testimony by submitting her Affidavit to the Workforce Appeals
Board, prior to their considering the administrative appeal.
III.

SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE RULE MET BY TARGET INTERACT,
NOT BY JODY PETERSON.

Any considered approach or analysis when considering the totality of evidence

11

See Decision of Administrative Law Judge, Page 6.
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adduced below by Target Interact, should place the reader squarely upon a path toward
finding that Target Interact provided "substantial evidence" in support of its position.
Whereas, there is only the word (absolutely no documentary or third-party evidence) that
was submitted to the Utah Department of Workforce Services or Workforce Appeals
Board by Mr. Peterson. This Court will reverse an administrative agency's findings of fact
"only if the findings are not supported by substantial evidence." Drake v. Industrial
Commft,939 P.2d 177, 181 (Utah 1997). If you were to compare this case in law to civil
evidence standards, Target Interact met and exceeded both preponderance and clear and
convincing thresholds. From a weighted perspective, it would be absurd to view the
"substantial evidence" standard as not having at least the slightly-tilted basis intended or
contemplated by the preponderance standard. So just what does "substantial evidence"
mean? Target Interact submits that the entirety of the evidence (submitted by all parties)
must be viewed in a light that considers which party proved its case with the more
substantial evidence. In other words, more akin to the preponderance standard. To decide
this case otherwise would fly in the face of the very definition of "substantial." Kennecott
Corp. v. State Tax Comm % 888 P.2d 707, 711 (Utah Ct App. 1994).
IV,

THE DECISIONS OF THE UTAH DEPARTMENT OF
WORKFORCE SERVICES AND WORKFORCE APPEALS BOARD
EXCEEDED THE BOUNDS OF REASONABLENESS AND
RATIONALITY.

Given the weight or substantial evidence offered by Target Interact, it is
incomprehensible that any reasonable, rational person would conclude that Target Interact
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has not met its burden of proving: (1) culpability, (2) knowledge, and (3) control in
establishing that Jody Peterson was justly discharged. Why would anybody in their right
mind go into business for themselves, if their employees, rather than the business owner,
controlled the business or made the liability-laden decisions? It would be something like
state agency department directors deciding who was elected as Governor, versus the
citizenry. That way, one would never lose their job, if they controlled who their boss was.
So this Court has set the precedent, in that, uwe will not disturb the Board's application of
law to it's factual findings unless its determination exceeds the bounds of reasonableness
and rationality." Johnson v. Department of Employment Sec., 782 P.2d 965, 968 (Utah Ct.
App. 1989). Target Interact urges this Court to so rule in this case. To conclude otherwise
might be likened to the sad, yet comical view demonstrated by the motion picture One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest - that the inmates were running the Asylum.
V.

DUE PROCESS HAS BEEN AFFRONTED BY THIS CASE.

To allow Utah government employees to lie and commit perjury in the course of the
discharge of their duties is the most grievous aspect of this case. Target Interact has
convincingly shown that Alison Beardall, an adjudicator with the Utah Department of
Workforce Services, was baldly untruthful about having interacted with Kristine Adams
during the initial adjudication process of Mr. Peterson's unemployment claim. Ms.
Beardall did, in fact, speak with Ms. Adams on at least two times. That is evidenced by at
least three Vonage telephone call detail entries on June 3, 5, and 8, 2009 (R at 170-172).
Ms. Beardall's testimony was a lie, and by the very person who made the initial
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adjudication decision below. What else did Ms. Beardall do to infect these proceedings
with dishonesty? Due process requires a fair and impartial hearing for all parties. For
some reason or reasons unknown, that key component of due process has been corrupted
in this matter. The constitutions of Utah and the United States of America dictate that
Target Interact had a right to full, fair and unbiased hearing below. That simply did not
happen, and the prejudicial result is now before this Court.
CONCLUSION
Target Interact has met its burden of demonstrating that Claimant was discharged
for just cause. The definition of and each of the elements required by rules UAC Rule
R994-405-201 and R994-405-202 have been met in this case. Claimant was culpable,
knew what was expect of him vis-a-vis policies and warnings, and had control over his
behavior, actions and conduct.
The ALJ found that Target Interact met the burden of establishing the elements of
culpability and knowledge. However, the ALJ either misunderstood or ignored the clear
evidence demonstrating control on Claimant's part, that was the lynchpin attendant to his
discharge, to wit: a final un-excused absence after being warned multiple times before.
Claimant chose and therefore controlled his destiny by wilfully not adhering to either
Target Internet's attendance policies, nor the subsequent warnings, in evidence, that he
received between February 4 and May 12, 2009.
The process below violated Target Interact's fundamental right to due process, in
that the initial adjudicator, Alison Beardall, perjured herself during the formal
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administrative law hearing.
For all the reasons cited in this brief, and in the record below, this Court should
reverse the combined findings of fact and decisions of the Administrative Law Judge and
Workforce Appeals Board, since they were fully integrated and yet lack judicial comity.

Finally, the "Answer" filed herein by the Workforce Appeals Board and Utah
Department of Workforce Services, while confusing, appears to acquiesce and concede to
Target Interact and the Court, in that it asserts that Mr. Peterson withheld material
information in order to obtain unemployment benefits. See Answer and Certification of
Record filed by the Workforce Appeals Board with the Clerk of this Court on December 1,
2009.
DATED this 24th day of March, 2010.
Respectfully submitted,

sarahj. B>ecte,
Sarah J. Beck
Attorney for Target Interact US, LLC
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Workforce Appeals Board
Utah Department of Workforce Services
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PO Box 145244
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0244
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Utah Department of Workforce Services
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Utah Legal Services, Inc.
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